“And if you spend yourselves in behalf of the hungry and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then your light will rise in the darkness, and your night will become like the noonday.” (Isaiah 58:10)

Global Hunger Sunday is Sunday, October 14, 2018.

In honor of Global Hunger Sunday, spend yourselves in support of the BGAV Hunger Ministry:
BGAV.ORG/HUNGER

Ministries like this one are made possible by the generous Cooperative Missions gifts of Virginia Baptist churches affiliated with the Baptist General Association of Virginia.

For more information, contact:
Dean Miller
Coordinator, BGAV Mission Development
800.255.2428, ext. 7264
dean.miller@bgav.org

BGAV.org/Hunger

The BGAV established a Virginia Offering for World Hunger in 1982 and has contributed over $6.5 million in the past two decades alone. Half of these funds are used to support local and domestic ministries, while the other half are distributed for global hunger relief through our partners worldwide.

BGAV churches can contribute to the World Hunger Offering throughout the year by designating gifts or donating online at BGAV.org/Hunger.